
Another matter which must be noticed is related to the nature of nchaeology. Ar

chaeology,, as we have seen, is the study of material remains from tha past, which actu.

ally comes from the times of the events considered, and. are not simply conies of mate

al from tha t time or later accounts of them. with this definition in mind, we must

note the fact that we have no archaeological material oh is contemporary with

and. clearly related to events previous to the time of Abrch,

A general question of i:ortance is the matter of the origin of writin:,It was

easy to develop theories of the origin of the books of the Bible and of the comparative

alleged unhistoricity 0±' the events described, when it was generally believod that wri

ting vine unknown until long after the occurrence of many of those events. it is, now

know, however, that writing was not only in existence a fearly as the time o' Moses,

but that it was very common at that time and in fact, at the time of Abrahx. If roses

was trained as the Bible says in all the wisdom of the tiano, he certainly cioulcl have

known the hyroglific writing, and. in this writing we have many lengthy documents written

long before his time. it wouli also be extremely likely that he would be trained in

the cuooform 1/L writing, for we have whole archives from ptian kings from such are.

such a year before Christ, consisting ofletters between the kings of rpt and. the kings

of Cannan, of Babylon, of the Ilittites, of the Mittony aM so forth, all written in the

cuneoform cript, which is th type of writing originald. and used. in distant Mecototamia.

Both of tres ere rather cumbersome types of writing, which never attained the sirilictty

of an alphabetic typo of writing. Both originaled at about 3000 ).C. and are the oarli

set types of writing 1rnown. In -fact, no other type of writing came into existence until

many centuries after the origin of tee two typos of writin. However, bythe - time of

Moses, a t:..-pa of writing was known in the Sinaitic Poninsu].a which is almost certainly
from

the precursor of the Hebrew letters/which our modern Hobroi letters and al so our' 0-reek

end Latin letters have been derived.

This is the earliest aphabtic system of writing known and all ssoauent

alpha-beticsystems of writing have been either directly derived from it, or have received

their imnetue from a knowledge of it.

We notice that writing originates at about 3000 B.C. This is very imoortant vilich
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